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I Smiths, Carpenters, and Millers 

of J ehovah " ; Solomon, " prince of peace." 
In savage society names were frequently 
changed, just as nick-names arise with us. 
Thus an Indian brave who was called at 
birth " Mornjng Cloud " might in later life be 
known as "Deer Slayer," in commemoration 
of some exploit. 

Names in Larger Communities 
Where men lived in small tribal groups, this 

single name was enough. But in larger com
munities there would be many of the same 
name, and so it became necessary to add some 
_qualification perhaps the name of the father·
as a distinction. Thus you could distinguish 
between two men of the same name by calling 
one Demosthenes '' the _son of Cliriias,'' and 
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~AMES I 
The name of Brown was first given to a man 

as a nick-name because of his complexion, or 
· possibly because of the colour of his dress. 
In like manner the names of Long, Short, 
White, Little, Longfellow, ·and Cruikshank were 
derived from personal characteristics. Other 
names were derived from the place where a man 
lived or from which he had come, as Hill, 
Cliff, Field, Whitjield, Dale, Ford, Lake, 
Wood, Atwood, Wells, Moore, as well as Scott, 
English, Ireland, Irish, France, French. 

Names Derived from Animals 
Animals have given us many of .our surnames, 

partly because of the ancient custom of using 
signs instead of numbers to distinguish sh9ps 
and inns. Thus a man m!ght become known 

· the other Demosthenes 
"the son of Socrates." 
Sometimes the nan1e o£ 
the birthplace was 
added, and in many 
cases a nick-name, de
noting some personal 
peculiarity, would be 

· as Lyon (lion) either 
-:---------------------. because of his courage 

HAT confusion would exist if, instead or becau~e the sign 
of being known by surnames as we are hanging before his shop 

· to-day, the custom of the early Greeks pre- bore the figure of a 
vailed, and we were called, say, John, the lion. Other familiar 
son of Joseph, or· William, the son of Waiter; 
or if, like members of Indian tribes, we were examples are Bull, Hart, 
named alter some n~table deed, as, for ex- Lamb, Stagg, Peacock, 
ample, Charles, the Channel Swimmer, or swan n' F 0 X ' and . 
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· used to make a distinc
tion between people 
with the same name. 
Thus one Demosthenes 
might be called · '' of 
Athens," and another 
"the Dame.'' With the 

Benjamin, the Bridge-builder. _ This article Badger· 
explains how names originated, many of them Biblical cha.racters and · 
coming from the various occupations that were saints have furnished 

followed by those who first acquired them. many surnames. Adam 
has given. the familiar 

Romans this practice developed into the use of 
genuine "family names," which descended to 
all members of the same house, in addition to 
the " personal name " borne by the individual. 

Family names did not arise as a usual thing 
until after the time of the Conquest (1066). 
There were so many J ohns and Samuels and 
Williams, with nothing to distinguish between 
them, that it became convenient to · refer to 
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a man . as John the smith, John the miller, or 
John the carpenter, and so presently these 
designations became fixed as surnames . or 
family names. The names Taylor, Wright, 
Turner, Clark (clerk) , Cook, Carter, and Gar
diner are a few of the many derived in· this · 
way from occupations. The reason there are 

· · so many Smiths to-day -is that in mediroval 
times the name was applied to all workers in 
or smiters of metal blacksmiths, who worked 
in iron, · whitesmiths, who worked in tin, lock-
smiths, etc. . 

-......... . 
Patronymics or "Father-Names" 

Another common way of forming surnames 
was from the Christian name of the father. 
Such names are called patronymics, meaning 
"father-names." Johnson is simply "John's 
son,'' and Jones and Jennings are modified 
forms of the same surname. Williams, William
son, and Wilson all mean" the son of William.'' 

names Adams, Adam
son, Ade, Atkins, and Atkinson, all of which 
mean ''the son of Adam.'' From Eli.jah come 
Ellis and Eliot ; from Matthew, Matthews and 
Mayo; from Andrew, Andrews and Anderson. 
Names of saints are very common, such as 
Gregory, Martin, Lawrence, Nicholas, Vincent, 
and Austen (from Augustine). Mitchell is a 
derived form of Michael, one of the archangels. 
Phelps comes from Philip. , 

Some names have come from buildings, as 
Temple, Hall, House, and Church. From the 
seasons· we get Winter, Summers, and Somers. 
From points· of the compass come North, 
Southey, Eastman, West. 

Thus we see that there was once a reason for 
every name, though some names are v-ery ill 
suited to the descendants who bear them now. 

The Macs, the O's, and the Fitzes . -
In most foreign languages surnames are 

formed in much the same ways as in English. 
Corresponding to the English suffix son, we 
find the Scots prefix Mac, the Irish 0', the 
Norman-French Fitz, and the Welsh ·Ap, which 
give us the names Macdonald, O'Brien, Fitz
herbert, and Bowen (originally ApOwen). The 
Russian suffix -ovitch ' likewise mea.ns '' son," 
hence the Russian name Ivanovitch, son' of 
I van, or John, corresponds to the English 
J ohnson. The Swedish -son and the Danish . 
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